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Phase Transformations and Mechanical Properties of Fe-Mn-Si-Al TRIP-Steels
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Max-Planck-Institut für Eisenforschung GmbH, Düsseldorf, Germany

Abstract. Deformation twinning, martensitic phase transformation and mechanical properties of austenitic Fe-(15-30)wt%Mn alloys with additions of aluminium and silicon have been investigated. Tensile tests were carried out at different strain rates and temperatures. The formation of twins, $\alpha'$- and $\epsilon$-martensite during plastic deformation was analysed by optical microscopy, X-ray diffraction, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The stacking fault energy $\gamma_{fc}$ and the free energy $\Delta G^{+} + E$ for the $\gamma \rightarrow \epsilon$ phase transformation were calculated using the regular solution model. It is known that additions of aluminium increase $\gamma_{fc}$ and therefore strongly suppress the $\gamma \rightarrow \epsilon$ transformation while silicon decrease $\gamma_{fc}$ and sustains the $\gamma \rightarrow \epsilon$ transformation. The $\gamma \rightarrow \epsilon$ phase transformation takes place in alloys with $\gamma_{fc} \leq 20$ mJ/m$^2$. The stacking fault energy of the Fe-25Mn-3Si-3Al alloy was calculated as a function of temperature and related with microstructural changes of the strained sample at different temperatures. These steels with reduced density of about 7.3 g/cm$^3$ combine high tensile ductility up to 80% at high strain rates with true tensile strength of about 1000 MPa. The excellent plasticity induced by twinning and additional phase transformation up to extremely high strain rates of about $\dot{\epsilon} = 10^3$ s$^{-1}$ results in an extraordinary shock resistence and enables deep drawing and backward extrusion operations of parts with complex shapes and high production rates.

1. INTRODUCTION

Most ferrous and nonferrous alloys for technical purposes possess stable microstructures when subjected to elastic or plastic deformation. However, there are metastable materials which are stable on cooling to low temperatures but not under mechanical load. Due to strain-induced martensitic transformation extended large necking free elongations occur in tensile tests. This transformation causes superior mechanical properties, such as high work-hardening rate, large ductility and high strength. Ultra high manganese steels exhibit the formation of mechanical twins, strain-induced $\epsilon$ (hcp)-, and $\alpha'$ (bcc)-martensite in the $\gamma$ (fcc) matrix under internal or external stresses [1, 2]. Two different transformation paths, $\gamma \rightarrow \alpha'$ and $\gamma \rightarrow \epsilon \rightarrow \alpha'$, have been reported [3]. Formation of these phases depend on the chemical composition, the test temperature and the amount of strain. The characteristics of the strain-induced microstructural changes affect the mechanical properties [2, 4, 5].

Binary austenitic Fe-Mn alloys transform partially to $\epsilon$- and $\alpha'$-martensite within a restricted composition range during cooling [6, 7]. Additions of alloying elements to the binary Fe-Mn alloys affect their phase stability [8, 9]. The phase transformation is correlated to the stacking fault energy $\gamma_{fc}$ in the austenitic matrix. Low stacking fault energy ($\gamma_{fc} \leq 20$ mJ/m$^2$) favours the $\gamma \rightarrow \epsilon$ phase transformation whereas high stacking fault energy ($\gamma_{fc} > 20$ mJ/m$^2$) suppresses this phase transformation [9]. Alloys with high $\gamma_{fc}$ tend to mechanical twinning formation instead of phase transformation. Additions of aluminium increase $\gamma_{fc}$ and therefore strongly suppress the $\gamma \rightarrow \epsilon$ transformation [10]. In contrast silicon decreases $\gamma_{fc}$ and sustains the $\gamma \rightarrow \epsilon$ transformation during cooling and deformation [11].

In this work the structural related mechanical properties of Fe-Mn alloys with addition of both aluminium and silicon were investigated. The effects of microstructural changes on work-hardening rate will be discussed. Specifically the tensile properties of the Fe-25Mn-3Si-3Al alloy were determined at different strain rates and temperatures in order to correlate microstructural features with flow stress and elongations. Deformation twinning and the formation of strain-induced martensite were analyzed.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The alloys under investigation were prepared by induction-melting in an argon atmosphere and cast to round bars of 24 mm in diameter. The samples were swaged to 77% reduction in area and subsequently solution-treated for 2 hrs at 1000 °C followed by water-quenching. Round tensile specimen with gage length of 25 mm and 5 mm in diameter were machined from the forged rods. Tensile tests were performed at room temperature with a strain-rate of $10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$. For the Fe-25Mn-3Si-3Al alloy additional tests were carried out at different temperatures [-50 °C ≤ T ≤ 400 °C] and strain rates [$10^{-4}$ ≤ $\dot{\varepsilon}$ ≤ $10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$]. For the high strain rate tests [$10^{2}$ ≤ $\dot{\varepsilon}$ ≤ $10^{3}$ s$^{-1}$] a flywheel testing facility was used [12]. Phases present were determined with X-ray diffraction. Microstructural investigations were performed by optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The chemical compositions of the studied alloys are presented in Table 1 together with the constituent phases before and after tensile testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fe-15Mn-3Si-3Al</th>
<th>Fe-20Mn-3Si-3Al</th>
<th>Fe-25Mn-3Si-3Al</th>
<th>Fe-30Mn-3Si-3Al</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mn [wt%]</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[wt%]</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al [wt%]</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C ppm</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe Phases before tensile tested</td>
<td>bal.</td>
<td>bal.</td>
<td>bal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\gamma + \alpha + \varepsilon$</td>
<td>$\gamma + \alpha + \varepsilon$</td>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phases after tensile tested</td>
<td>$\gamma + \alpha + \varepsilon$</td>
<td>$\gamma + \alpha + \varepsilon$</td>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Chemical analyses of the Fe-Mn-Si-Al alloys and the constituent phases before and after tensile testing at room temperature; strain rate $\dot{\varepsilon} = 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Tensile properties and related phases of Fe-Mn-Si-Al steels

Mechanical properties of diverse ultra high manganese steels with 3wt% aluminium and 3wt% silicon tested in tension at room temperature; strain rate $\dot{\varepsilon} = 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$

Figure 1(a) illustrates that with increasing Mn content the ultimate tensile strength $R_m$ decreases from about 930 MPa to 610 MPa. Figure 1(b) displays that the total elongation $\varepsilon_f$ increases from 46 % to 88 % with increasing Mn content. At Mn contents higher than 25wt% Mn the total elongation is nearly constant or slightly decreasing. The coexisting phases before and after tensile testing are listed in Table 1. With
increasing Mn content the $\alpha'$-phase and the $\varepsilon$-phase are going to be suppressed. Volume fractions of the phases present after tensile tests could not be determined due to texture effects. The multiphase steels with the constituent $\gamma + \varepsilon + \alpha$ show phase transformations from $\gamma$ to $\varepsilon$- and/or $\alpha'$-martensite.

The curves of the strain hardening increment $\Delta \sigma = \sigma_{\text{true}} - \sigma_{\text{true,5%}}$ vs. true plastic strain $\varphi$ are presented in Figure 2. With increasing Mn content the work hardening rate increases. This is attributed to the nature of the strain-induced phase transformation. At small amounts of strain ($\varphi < 0.15$) all alloys show similar behavior. With increasing amount of strain ($\varphi > 0.15$) the alloys with 15 and 20wt% Mn exhibit a change in the curvature due to the formation of strain-induced $\alpha'$-martensite resulting in an increase in the work hardening rate. This feature of the stress-strain curve is typical for TRIP steels [2, 13, 14, 15]. Which of the transformation path: $\gamma \rightarrow \alpha'$ or $\gamma \rightarrow \varepsilon \rightarrow \alpha'$ is dominant have not been clarified yet. Therefore, further study has to be performed in greater detail on this subject. The alloys with 25 and 30wt% Mn do not show similar changes in the curvature of the $\sigma_{\text{true}} - \sigma_{\text{true,5%}}$ vs. true strain curves. X-ray diffraction analysis revealed that neither $\alpha'$ nor $\varepsilon$-martensite was formed. However, there could be small amounts of $\varepsilon$- and/or $\alpha'$-martensite not detectable by X-ray diffraction due to its limited resolution. Therefore TEM studies were carried out in detail for the Fe-25Mn-3Si-3Al steel.

3.2 Fe-25Mn-3Si-3Al steel

3.2.1 Strain rate and temperature related mechanical properties

The change of the yield stress, tensile strength, uniform and total elongation of this steel as a function of strain rate and temperature are shown in Figure 3(a) and 3(b). With increasing strain rate the yield stress increases whereas the ultimate tensile strength is nearly constant. At strain rates beyond $10^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ the stress values are increasing. The uniform and total elongations decrease with increasing strain rate up to about...
After reaching a relative minima the uniform elongation decreases slightly at strain rates beyond $10^2 \text{s}^{-1}$. The total elongation reaches a maximum value of 80% at a tensile strength of 800 MPa with a strain rate of $1.5 \times 10^3 \text{s}^{-1}$. No phase transformation were detected for this steel strained up to $10^3 \text{s}^{-1}$.

With decreasing temperature the yield stress and the ultimate tensile strength increases. The total elongation increases from 50% at 400°C to a maximum value of about 80% at room temperature and decreases with lowering temperature. At $T = -196 \text{°C}$ a tensile elongation of 65% was recorded. X-ray diffraction measurements revealed that no detectable phase transformation occurred in tensile deformation in the temperature regime between 0 °C and 400 °C. The increasing elongation with decreasing temperature is attributed to strain-induced twinning. This causes a higher strain rate sensitivity of the flow stress by multiple necking mechanism of locally strain hardened areas in the gage length of the tensile sample [16, 17]. Therefore, large uniform elongation will be achieved because of the retardation of local necking. When a local neck will be formed, strain-induced twinning in the γ matrix would preferentially occurred in this area. As the twin boundaries are acting as strong barriers to subsequent dislocation motion, the deformation twins lead to a strong local strain hardening. Necking will take place in other local areas which possess lower flow stress. This multiple necking mechanism results in high uniform elongations. With decreasing temperature the elongation decreases. The rate of deformation twinning increases with decreasing temperature. As a consequence, the twin formation is completed in an early stage of deformation characterized by non extended elongation. These results show that a gradual formation of deformation twins up to a large portion is necessary to enhance tensile elongation. At temperatures lower than 0 °C the formation of ε-martensite occurred. With decreasing temperature the amount of strain-induced ε-martensite increases. The strain-induced ε martensite will be preferentially formed in a local necking region similar as the deformation twins. The high elongation of the specimen strained at -196 °C indicates that the formation of ε-martensite is beneficial to achieve high elongation at low temperature.

### 3.2.2 Microstructures

![Figure 4](image1.png) **Figure 4:** Bright field image showing deformation twins in the deformed material

![Figure 5](image2.png) **Figure 5:** Dark field image revealing an ε-martensite lath in the γ matrix; γ-ε orientation relationship is shown by the diffraction pattern

The microstructure of the undeformed sample investigated by SEM possesses an austenite with annealing twins inside the γ grains. The fully austenitic structure is confirmed by X-ray diffraction measurements. TEM investigations on at room temperature deformed samples show the presence of a high density of deformation twins even at the first stage of deformation. However, some ε-martensite has been detected in some γ grains. Figure 4 illustrates a bright field (BF) image which shows deformation twins inside a γ grain. The twin (T) - γ matrix orientation relationship is $(111)_\gamma / (111)_T$ and $(110)_\gamma / (101)_T$. The ε-
martensite is shown in the dark field (DF) image of Figure 5. The γ-ε orientation relationship \((11\bar{1})_γ // (0001)_ε\) and \((110)_γ // (11\bar{2}0)_ε\) is presented by the diffraction pattern. This image was taken with the \(\langle 1\bar{1}00\rangle\) diffraction vector of the \((11\bar{2}1)_ε\) zone axis. It should be noted that the presence of ε-martensite could not be detected by X-ray diffraction analysis.

3.2.3 Thermodynamic calculation

The temperature dependence of the tensile elongation of each alloy is closely related to the strain-induced phase transformation during deformation. The temperature dependence of the phase transformation is known to be related with the stacking fault energy. The tendency to form ε-martensite increases with decreasing stacking fault energy. Based on the regular solution model the free energy for the γ→ε phase transformation \(ΔG^{γ→ε}\) as a function of temperature was calculated as:

\[
ΔG^{γ→ε} = X_{Fe} ΔG_{Fe}^{γ→ε} + X_{Mn} ΔG_{Mn}^{γ→ε} + X_{Al} ΔG_{Al}^{γ→ε} + X_{Si} ΔG_{Si}^{γ→ε} + X_{C} ΔG_{C}^{γ→ε} \\
+ X_{Fe} X_{Mn} (X_{Fe} + X_{Mn})^{-1} ΔΩ_{FeMn}^{γ→ε} + X_{Fe} X_{Al} (X_{Fe} + X_{Al})^{-1} ΔΩ_{FeAl}^{γ→ε} \\
+ X_{Fe} X_{Si} (X_{Fe} + X_{Si})^{-1} ΔΩ_{FeSi}^{γ→ε} + X_{Fe} X_{C} (X_{Fe} + X_{C})^{-1} ΔΩ_{FeC}^{γ→ε}
\]

where \(X_i\) is the mole fraction of the compound \(i\). Thermodynamic data are listed up in Table 2. The interaction parameter \(ΔΩ_{FeSi}^{γ→ε}\) was calculated with the THERMO-CALC program [25]. According to a thermodynamic model, the stacking fault energy of fcc alloys is expressed by the following eq. (2) [18]:

\[
γ_{Fe} = 2ρΔG^{γ→ε} + 2σ^{γε}
\]

where \(ρ\) is the density of atoms in a closed packed plane in moles per unit area (here: \(2.53 \times 10^{-5}\) mol/m²), and \(σ^{γε}\) is the γ-ε interfacial energy which is not available for the studied alloy. Therefore, the value \(σ^{γε} = 10\) mJ/m² published for the austenitic stainless steel Fe-(16-8)Cr-(12-14)Ni [19] was employed. The calculated stacking fault energy is plotted as a function of temperature in Figure 6. The strain-induced ε-martensite was detected by X-ray diffraction in strained samples at temperatures below 0 °C. This is in good agreement with the observation that strain-induced ε-martensite is predominantly formed if the stacking fault energy is about 20 mJ/m² [8]. However, the selected thermodynamic data and interaction parameter are not precise enough at very low temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Free energy difference</th>
<th>Interatomic parameter differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(ΔG^{γ→ε}) J/mol T</td>
<td>(ΔΩ^{γ→ε}) mJ/m² T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>-1828.4 + 4,686.4</td>
<td>-10836 + 22886 X_Mn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>3970 - 1,66667</td>
<td>1780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>-1800 + T</td>
<td>3323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>5481,04 - 1,799</td>
<td>42500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Thermodynamic data used for the calculation

Figure 6: Stacking fault energy (SFE) vs. Temperature
4. SUMMARY

Extensive mechanical twinning and a certain amount of martensitic $\gamma \rightarrow \epsilon$ phase transformation in austenitic manganese steels cause their extraordinary tensile properties, such as high strain hardening and large uniform elongations up to extremely high strain rates. The Fe-25Mn-3Si-3Al alloy exhibit the highest tensile elongation of about 82% at room temperature. The temperature dependence of the tensile elongation of this alloy was investigated and correlated to microstructural features. X-ray diffraction and TEM studies reveal that increasing elongation with decreasing temperature is due to twin formation as the accommodation mechanism. The high elongations are due to localized multiple necking. The primary appearance of $\epsilon$-martensite was detected in strained samples at room temperature by TEM. However, X-ray diffraction technique seemed to be not so sensitive for detecting small sizes and portions of $\epsilon$-martensite. With decreasing temperature the amount of strain-induced $\epsilon$-martensite increases and becomes the main accommodation mechanism. At -196°C the alloy exhibit a total elongation of 65%. The formation of strain-induced $\epsilon$-martensite and mechanical twinning enhanced the tensile elongation due to retardation of necking. The calculated stacking fault energies and $\Delta G^{\gamma-\epsilon}$ values, based on a regular solution approach, are consistent with the fact that $\epsilon$-martensite is formed in austenitic ultra high manganese steels where $\gamma_{ec} \leq 20$ mJ/m². Investigations on the Fe-25Mn-3Si-3Al alloy at high strain rates even beyond $10^3$ s⁻¹ reveals excellent ductility and strength properties. Total elongation of 80% and true tensile strength of 1000 MPa were achieved.
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